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64% Asylum in Greece 

20% Reunification
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  1% Relocation

33% Children [0-14]

28% Women
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17%   Youth [15-24]
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14% Available [ready]
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URBAN PROJECT
Relocates the most vulnerable asylum seekers from camps to rented flats. NRC identifies, evaluates and 
prepares them to meet NRC standards in order to allow beneficiaries to live in dignity. Once families are 
transferred to the flats, NRC monitors families through regular visits, and through its info centres provides 
a whole range of services including education, legal aid, recreational activities, access to internet, etc.
in partnership with various organizations.
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S U M M A R Y 
In October, specific strategies were applied to balance the occupancy rate, therefore out of the 
apartments that are ready, 85% are occupied, which is higher than the 77% of the previous 
month. A new radio advertising campaign was launched and is still ongoing. Adverts broadcast 
several times a day on 5 stations in and around Thessaloniki. This helped NRC to identify 
more apartments for rent and resulted in more apartment visits. This month an extra 20 
apartments were leased, 24 people went ahead with reunification and relocation procedures, 
whilst 197 people joined the urban project. Five committee meetings took place in the 
community buildings in Sindos area and one meeting was held in Kalochori, to enable people 
to discuss about every day issues. Monitoring visits to apartments reached 163 this month, 
overcoming the restrictions of resources. In addition, more than 50 cases were referred to 
external partners. 

During this month, 439 new people registered at Bradouna info centre and 689 more people 
visited the Info Centre. Many activities for recreation, cash verification and awareness on 
human trafficking took place. Two new Info Centres, “Alkyone” and one in Sindos are finalized 
and will be fully operational within the two following days.
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